
i.AM Lab Project Manager (80-100%)
Do you want to be part of our growing team that shapes the future of investing,
from finance to art with a focus on Digital Experiences, Digital Assets and Web3?
Would you describe yourself as an open-minded, communicative and pragmatic
Project Manager?

At the i.AM Lab you can expect to work in an entrepreneurial start-up
environment, in which you can incrementally build up a business from scratch. Our
innovation project pipeline is full, and the rapid development of prototypes and
MVPs is a focus of our work.

If that sounds interesting to you: Continue reading!

Your Role
– Responsible for the day-to-day management of platform and app projects
– Ability to impact all sorts of stakeholders on suggested routes and options with

the ambition to increase the overall success
– Ensure smooth operation throughout a project’s lifecycle, to set the lab up for

success and ensure the delivery of projects with respect to quality, time and
budget

Must have
– Experience in project management of innovation projects and/or agile projects

in general
– Experience in agile project methodologies
– Excellent time management skills
– Excellent analytical and problem-solving acumen
– Strong collaboration, team player and keen to learn new skills

Nice to have
– Experience in Design Thinking and Lean Startup methods
– UX and UI a�nity
– Entrepreneurial spirit, a ‘Doer’ mentality
– Ability to multitask in a fast-paced team setting/environment
– Ability to drive forward and role-model agile behavior

What you can expect
– A highly motivated and innovation-driven team
– Your own field of action and great independence
– Turn ideas into real projects and accelerate innovation
– Latest industry knowledge through our close cooperation with universities and

research hubs

Have we sparked your interest?
Then we look forward to hearing from you via email on info@iam-lab.ch

mailto:info@iam-lab.ch

